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The Code of Ethics of Opac S.r.l. defines the shared values, the principles and 

behavioural rules that must inspire all the actions, operations and transactions of the 

company, which must always be carried out with correctness and transparency, 

taking care to protect the corporate image and reputation.  

The Code summarizes all of the internal policies that guide the operating methods of 

the company and help to increase its value. All employees and managers of the 

company, as well as its trading partners are required to know their provisions and to 

observe them with care, refraining from behaviours contrary to them. 

The Code represents an indispensable element for the prevention of offenses provided 

for by Legislative Decree of 8 June 2001, no. 231, which governs the administrative 

liability of companies for offenses committed for its benefit or interest. 
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The main objective of Opac is to be the first choice of the customers in their 

business decisions (first in mind, first in choice). 

This is what it means for us to be leaders: being and remaining at the top in the 

opinions of the customers and being always considered able to meet every need. 

We want to be perceived as innovators, a point of reference for interaction, able to 

exceed the highest expectations. 

That is a challenge that accompanies us every day, because a position of leadership is 

difficult to achieve, but it is even more difficult to maintain. 

 

OPAC, FIRST IN CHOICE  
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Opac core values - interaction, commitment and innovation - have shaped our past, 

created our present, and will guide our future.  

They are the values that give Opac a competitive advantage, allowing it to maintain a 

prominent position even in a context of continual change.  

One of the main characteristics of Opac is the ability to listen to and understand the 

specific needs of the customers, providing new, more effective solutions, designed 

precisely on the basis of what we have learned. This interactive process transforms 

every idea and every need into actual projects. 

Commitment means total dedication to the search for the best possible solution to 

offer to our customers. The commitment in respect of the improvement of the activities 

for the customers is equal to that with which we pursue our own goals and objectives. 

It is our belief that there is always a better way to create a product and to find it, it is 

essential to focus on innovation. The pursuit of continuous improvement is an essential 

and driving force of the OPAC identity. Innovation is the true driving force of growth of 

this company that today - thanks to over thirty years of experience - can boast an 

enviable balance between craftsmanship and advanced technological research. 

These core values are highlighted in the way in which we deal every day with our main 

stakeholders. Our further commitment is to ensure that they will be observed also in the 

future. 

 

CORE VALUES 
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In the performance of their activities, managers, employees, collaborators and 

business partners of Opac as well as all those who, irrespective of the legal status of 

the relationship, operate under its direction or supervision (hereinafter, the 

"Recipients"), must comply with the following principles: 

• compliance with laws   

• impartiality  

• conflict of interest 

• transparency and reliability 

• confidentiality confidentiality    

• respect of the human resources 

• safety at work places 

• professionalism 

• fair trading conditions 

 

THE ETHICAL PRINCIPLES 
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The Recipients should act in accordance with the principles of legality and legitimacy, 

in total and absolute respect of the Italian, European and international rules. 

 
Impartiality 

Conflict of interest 
 

Transparency and 
reliability 

The Recipients must carry out their activities with absolute impartiality and take 

decisions with severity and transparency, following objective and neutral evaluation 

criteria. 

The Recipients must refrain from carrying out activities in contrast with the interest of 

Opac; they must also avoid situations in which the persons involved in the transactions 

are or may be in conflict of interest, i.e. in situations where the Recipient pursues an 

interest other than that of Opac or performs tasks that could interfere with its ability to 

take decisions in the exclusive interest of the company. In the event of conflict of 

interest, the recipient should immediately inform the relevant person in charge or 

referent, complying with the decisions that will be taken by them in this regard.  

 

In the performance of the work activities, actions, operations, negotiations and, more 

generally, the behaviours of the Recipients must be guided by the maximum 

transparency and reliability. Recipients are required to provide accurate, 

transparent, complete, and accurate information. Each operation must be approved and 

recorded, as well as verifiable, legitimate, reasonable and documented, to allow at any 

time the ascertainment of the related process of decision-making, authorization and 

execution. 

Compliance with laws  
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Confidentiality 
The knowledge developed by the company represents an asset that the recipients 

must protect. For this reason, it is ensured the confidentiality of the information 

received and it is forbidden the use of confidential data, except in the event of 

express authorisation and always in compliance with the current legislation for the 

protection of the personal data (EU regulations 679/2016). Confidential information 

may be disclosed only to those who have a genuine need to acquire it, and the 

relevant communication to third parties must be performed by specifically authorised 

subjects. The Recipients, even after the termination of the employment or 

collaboration relationship with Opac, must refrain from using confidential information 

which has come to their knowledge by reason of their role and/or profession, for 

personal purposes or for operations within their own personal interest (even 

concerning third parties) and not related to the performance of the work or 

professional activity entrusted to them.  

The breach of the obligation of confidentiality on the part of the employees will result 

in the enforcement of disciplinary sanctions in accordance with the applicable 
 Human resources are an indispensable and precious value and constitute a decisive 

factor for the success of the company. Opac therefore pursues the respect of 

individuals, equality of treatment, the exclusion of any discrimination, valorising at the 

same time the capacities and skills of each individual.  

The company provides to its resources opportunities for training and professional 

development, to foster the growth of the skills necessary to achieve the best results. 

Opac offers equal opportunities in employment and in career advancement to all 

employees. 

Respect of the human 
resources  
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The authority must be exercised with fairness and impartiality, avoiding abuses, and 

must never be transformed in exercise of power affecting the dignity of persons. 

In interpersonal relationships, it is not tolerated any discriminatory conduct in relation 

to gender, religious beliefs, nationality, age, sexual orientation, disability, language, 

political and trade unions opinions, or other personal characteristics not relevant to the 

work, nor any form of harassment and/or personal offense.  

At the workplace, it is strictly prohibited any unlawful conduct, or any form of abuse, 

threat, or attack on people or business assets. The staff is obliged to report to their 

managers behaviours that violate these prohibitions and, anyway, any alleged breach 

of rules, guidelines or procedures.  

Requests or threats aimed at inducing people to act in breach of the law or of this Code 

of Ethics are not allowed. 

. 

Safety and environment 
 

Opac undertakes to ensure work conditions respectful of individual dignity and safe 

and healthy working environments, also by spreading a culture of safety and awareness 

of the risks, promoting responsible behaviour on the part of all, in order to protect the 

health of employees and of anyone with access to the premises of the company, as well 

as of the community that surrounds them.  

Every employee and collaborator, each according to his own responsibilities and 

powers, is required to contribute personally to the maintenance of safety, cleanliness 

and quality of the working environment in which he operates.  
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Opac pays the utmost attention to environmental protection, carrying out all its 

activities in respect of the legislation in force in the field, acting in such a way as to 

contain the pollution and minimise the environmental impact. 

Since 2003, the company has implemented an environmental management system. 

The main environmental protection principles applied concern:  

• the rational use of energy resources; 

• the prior assessment of the environmental impacts related to new raw and 

auxiliary materials; 

• the control and, where possible, the reduction of atmospheric emissions related 

to the production process; 

• the effective management of waste products and, where possible, their reduction 

in terms of amount and dangerousness; 

• the fostering of the development of new production technologies that allow to 

reduce the environmental impact in an economically sustainable way; 

• the fostering of the search for technical innovations that can improve the 

environmental performance of the products.  

The issues of safety and protection of the environment should also be brought to the 

knowledge of, and respected by, third parties that are on whatever basis in contact with 

Opac and it will be the duty of all employees to promote and monitor the relevant 

observance. 
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Professionalism 
The Recipients undertake to carry out any activity with the maximum commitment, 

diligence and professionalism, in a spirit of respect and mutual cooperation.  

Employees and collaborators are required to act loyally, ensuring the necessary 

performance and respecting the commitments taken. 

Opac supports and invests in training and in the continuous updating of its 

employees, not only for an improvement of the quality standards of the company, but 

also for the professional growth and cultural development of its resources.  

On the other hand, employees must strive to maintain a decent work environment, 

where the dignity of each one respected.  

In particular, employees:  

• must not work under the effect of alcohol or drugs;   

• must refrain from smoking at the workplace (with the exception of the areas in 

which it is explicitly permitted to smoke);   

• must avoid behaviours that may create an intimidating or offensive climate 

toward colleagues or subordinates, in order to marginalize or denigrate them in 

the working environment.   

Employees must pay attention to their personal appearance and to their clothes, both 

on the premises and offsite, so that they are appropriate to the position held and to the 

work commitments provided for. 
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Fair trading conditions 

Reputation is a valuable asset that depends constantly on the behaviours of every 

employee and collaborator of Opac, and it is therefore necessary to avoid any action 

that might jeopardize it.  

For these reasons, the Recipients: 

• undertake to act honestly in every situation and to refrain from pursuing interests 

conflicting with those of the company and complying with all laws and 

regulations applicable in the countries in which Opac operates; 

• scrupulously observe the rules applicable in the matter of competition, and shall 

refrain from putting in place and/or encouraging behaviours that can integrate 

forms of unfair competition; 

• do not accept any form of gift, favour, as well as complacent donations that may 

be interpreted as exceeding normal commercial or courtesy practices, or are 

directed to acquire undue favourable treatment. This rule concerns both the gifts 

promised or offered and those received, that is any type of benefit, fee, personal 

utility or favour. In any case, the gifts - except those of limited value - must be 

authorised and documented in order to allow the necessary and appropriate 

checks;   

• manage suppliers through relationships based on honesty, correctness, and 

professionalism, without conflicts of interest, encouraging continuous 

partnerships and solid and lasting trust relationships.   

  

Fair trading conditions 
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ENFORCEMENT AND 
COMPLIANCE 

 

In the relations with the suppliers, the Recipients observe the following principles: 

a) the selection of suppliers and the determination of the conditions for the 

purchase of goods and services take place on the basis of objective and impartial 

evaluations, based on quality, price, and the guarantees and services provided; 

b) no form of "reciprocity" with suppliers is practiced: the goods/services are 

chosen and purchased on the basis of their value in terms of price/quality ratio; 

c) the staff in charge of purchasing goods and services should not be subject to any 

forms of pressure, on the part of the suppliers, for donations of materials, 

products and/or money in favour of charity/solidarity associations or the like. 

  

This Code of Ethics was approved by the Board of Directors of the company on 2 May 

2018. Opac undertakes to update its content if the variation of the context, of the 

reference legislation, of the environment, or of the business organization makes it 

appropriate and necessary. Any modification thereof will be approved by the Board of 

Directors and immediately communicated to the Recipients. 

The Code is posted on the Internet site of the company and will be the subject of 

widespread diffusion, even in the event of its revision, within the company, so that it is 

known by all. 
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Anyone who, in the performance of his work activities, becomes aware of alleged 

violations of this Code, should inform without delay the direct manager or superior. 

The reports shall be sent using the email address: u.direzione@opacgroup.com. The 

reports will be dealt with quickly, guaranteeing anonymity and confidentiality of the 

sender.  

The respect of the principles and the provisions of the Code forms an essential part of 

the contractual obligations of the employees, pursuant to and in accordance with article 

2104 of the Italian Civil Code ("The employee must use the care required by the nature 

of the performance due, by the interest of the company and by the superior one of 

national production. He must also observe the provisions related to the execution and 

the discipline of the work given by the employer and by the collaborators of the latter 

from whom he hierarchically depends"). The possible violation may constitute a breach 

of the obligations of the employment relationship and/or disciplinary offense, in 

compliance with the procedures laid down by the article 7 of the Statute of Workers, 

with any consequence of law, even with regard to the preservation of the employment 

relationship, and can lead to the award of damages arising from the same. 

The observance of the Code of Ethics on the part of third parties integrates the 

obligation to fulfil the obligations of diligence and good faith in negotiations and in the 

execution of the existing agreement with the company. It is expressly forbidden to 

establish or pursue business relations with those who expressly refuse to respect the 

principles of the Code. 

 

PENALTIES 
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ENFORCEMENT AND 
COMPLIANCE 

 
OPAC S.r.l. 
Via Bruino, 26 – 10040 Rivalta di Torino (TO) 
Tel.  +39 011.903.85.81 
Fax  +39 011.903.18.75 
 
Web: www.opacgroup.com 
E-mail: opac@opacgroup.com 
 
Registered Office:  
Via Amedeo Avogadro, 11 
10121 TURIN - ITALY 


